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Nuovo scorrevole in alluminio Schüco ASE 67 Panorama Design

Bilbao / Femia / MOS / Partisans / Castillo / Transit / MYGG / Lo Manto / Valdivieso / Rolla

Spazio alla libertà

USA $19,5 / China ¥220 / Japan ¥3.100 / Korea 38.000 Won / Taiwan 1.100 TWD

Italia 015 / EU 017,5 / UK £15 / CHF 19,00 / HUF 5.810 / PLN 49.90 / Can. 21,99 C$

Editorial Critique:
Tatiana Bilbao
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A Single Contact Point
for Customized Projects

A home is not only a solid structure, but also

market. Taking on international projects -

400 sq. m. Adopting an elegant industrial

a promise of serenity. Likewise, an office is

in London, Monte Carlo and China - has

mood, the choices of materials and

not only a practical space, but also an idea

driven Taramelli forward, improving both the

finishings, using recovered materials from

of wellbeing.

organizational and project design sides of

other building sites, exalt the pieces of art

This is the philosophy that has guided

the business. The company operates in many

that display the company’s history.

Giuseppe Taramelli since 1991. Today, the

sectors, such as residential, industrial, retail

The approach the company adopted to

company he runs has a single-minded

and business offices. Even the company’s

its own offices is identical to how it works

goal: make sure every customer can

own office in Terno d’Isola is the work of

with its clients and architects - a consultant

live his or her dreams. He is supported by

the internal design team and represents

and single partner regardless of the size of

a highly competent team that has the

a deliberate effort to express the different

project and whether it is a new build or a

expertise to oversee every project stage,

elements at the heart of the company.

refurbishment. The final aspects that make

including drafting the construction details,

For this project, they completely redid the

the company stand out are its care for

installing structures and creating customized

top floor of a retail building to form three

details, the customization of design choices

furnishings. Each project is tackled using the

meeting rooms, a small kitchen, a large

and the management of every stage at the

same approach in which the engineering

open space and three individual offices over

building site.

and construction sides are in constant
dialogue. The resultant synergies are
fundamental to guaranteeing the highest
quality standards and ensuring the required
levels of durability, stability, safety, security
and living comfort. Made in Italy is another

TARAMELLI
Via Marco Biagi, 95 - I - 24030 Terno d’Isola (BG)
Tel. +39 035 4944146
E-mail: info@taramelli.org - www.taramelli.org

core element for the company - an aspect
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that helps it stand out on the international

